Cells in the rat auditory system have sensory-delay correlates during the performance of an auditory working memory task.
Single unit activity was recorded from rat auditory cortex (AC), medial geniculate body (MGB), and inferior colliculus (IC) during performance of a continuous nonmatching-to-sample task. The rats made go and no-go responses to indicate whether the current tone was the same as (match) or different from (nonmatch) the preceding tone. Between 31% and 55% of the units from AC, MGB, and IC showed sensory correlates (differences in activity to the two types of tones), indicating an involvement in sensory discrimination. Twenty percent of the units from AC and MGB had delay correlates (sustained differential activity during the delay immediately after the tones), indicating an involvement in retention. Most of the units with delay correlates also had sensory correlates. These results suggest that the auditory system, especially AC and MGB, discriminates and retains auditory stimuli in an auditory working memory.